Iceland Express
Welcome to Iceland!
To make your stay in Iceland more enjoyable, we would like to draw your attention to the following:
Please keep in mind that driving on the rugged Icelandic roads can be a difficult task. Please
drive carefully as Iceland is an unspoiled country. Please tread lightly when you travel and remember the following:
1. The speed limit in populated areas is usually 50 km/hr. Speed limit signs are usually not
posed unless it is other than 50 km/hr. The speed limit is often 60 km/hr on thruways, but in
residential areas it is usually only 30 km/hr. The main rule on highways is that gravel roads have a speed limit of 80 km/hr, and paved roads 90 km/hr. Signs indicate if other speed limits
apply. If speed limit is exceeded, high penalties will be imposed.
2. Passengers in the front and backseats of an automobile are required by law to use safetybelts.
3. Please note that driving under the influence of alcohol is considered a serious offence in Iceland. The threshold blood alcohol test level is very low and there are severe penalties breaking
this law.
4. The surface on the gravel roads is often loose, especially along the sides of the roads, so one
should drive carefully and slow down whenever approaching an oncoming car. The mountain
roads are also often very narrow, and are not made for speeding. The same goes for many
bridges, which are only wide enough for one car at a time.
5. Special warning signs indicate danger ahead, such as sharp bends, but there is generally not
a separate sign to reduce speed. Please choose a safe speed according to conditions.
6. Watch out for the animals on or near the roads. Sheep and horses roam free in the summer,
and you may se some wandering on rural roads.
7. Never drive outside the marked roads. It can take centuries for nature to heal wounds
caused by careless driving. Off road driving is illegal in Iceland.
8. Take your garbage with you; never leave it in the unspoiled nature.
Documents:

Map of Iceland and Reykjavík.

List with the accommodations showing their locations.
Some important addresses:

Telephones (country code: +354):

Iceland Travel - Skútuvogur 13a, 104 Reykjavík .............................................. 585 4300
Emergency phone at Iceland Travel .....................................................................893 6115
The City Hospital ...................................................................................................543 1000
Ambulance/Police/Emergency Doctor/Emergency Dentist........................................ 112
The Icelandic Road Administration .............................................................................. 1777
If you have any questions, please telephone your contact person (name listed in the upper
right-hand corner of your accommodations itinerary) at 585-4300 during office hours. In case
of urgent matters, please phone your emergency phone, which is open 24 hours a day.

Please note:
Accidents incurred by crossing streams and rivers are exempt from insurance coverage.
Driving off the main roads and on roads marked F is the renter’s own responsibility. While
driving on such tracks, the renter is held totally responsible for any and all damage that
may occur. The renter will also be held responsible for any expense due to towing and
transporting a vehicle, if it is damaged in driving conditions such as those mentioned
above.
Please refer to your rental agreement for details.

Day 1. Arrival
Please see your IT confirmation for a detailed description of your overnight stay.
In Reykjavik we suggest that you visit Laugardalslaug swimming pool or one of the many
swimming pools in Reykjavik. There is also a botanical garden and family park in the Laugardalur area you might enjoy visiting. You can also browse around the old city centre of Reykjavik
before dinner. There are many shops, galleries, museums and restaurants in this part of town.
Recommended sites to visit if walking are: Hallgrímskirkja Church, the City Hall, Tjörnin Lake,
the harbour area and the sculpture Sun Voyager. A little bit outside of the centre you can visit
Perlan and the Höfdi House.
At the Tourist Information Centre at Aðalstræti 2 right in the city centre you are able to purchase self guided city maps and choose between walks of your interest; literature, statues of
the city, the gardens/parks of the city and finally the highlights of the city. Each of those maps
costs ISK 200. The booklet Visitor’s Guide may also be helpful in learning about and getting
around in Reykjavik.
Day 2. Þingvellir – Gullfoss – Skógar – Vík
Please see your IT confirmation for a detailed description to your overnight stay.
You will be picked up between 8:15-10:00 am for car delivery. The name of the car rental is on
your itinerary.
You drive north out of Reykjavik, drive along road no. 1 and road no. 36 to Þingvellir National
Park.
Þingvellir National Park is of great ecological, geological and historical interest. The park itself
is situated in a stunning volcanic landscape of mountains and lava flows, on the border of Iceland’s largest lake. Surrounding the lake are impressive faults and gorges that are considered
among the finest examples of the results of tectonic movements in the world. It is the area
where the tectonic plates for Europe and America meet, and one can literally see the ridge
through here. This is also the former site of the oldest parliament in Europe, Alþingi. It was
founded in Þingvellir in 930 and there most of the greatest moments of Icelandic history took
place over a period of 750 years. In the 18th century a major earthquake took place at this location, after which the parliament was transferred to Reykjavík. It may interest you that Þingvellir was in 2004 inscribed upon the List of UNESCO World Heritage concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. While in Þingvellir you should visit (you can
get directions at the information centre):

Lögberg (The Law Rock), the law speaker, the president of Lögrétta (the Low Council) stood,
facing the gathering below to recite the laws during the period when the old Alþingi was held
at Þingvellir.
Neðrivellir where Lögrétta was, the most important institution of the ancient parliament, the
Alþingi, where the “goðar”, the local chieftains, and bishops gathered to debate, pass new law
and amend old ones. These two sites are on the eastern side of the Almannagjá gorge.
Drekkingarhylur (Drowningpool) in Öxará River, where women found guilty of adultery were
drowned. Öxarárfoss waterfall, a beautiful waterfall in the Öxará River, which falls thunderously over a steep slope at the edge of the Almannagjá rift.
Þingvallakirkja Church, from 1859, situated on the spot where one of first churches in Iceland
was built around 1016, shortly after the Icelanders converted to Christianity in the year 1000.
From Þingvellir you will drive via Lyngdalsheiði on road no. 365 to the lake Laugarvatn area.
Laugarvatn is a geothermal area, and it is said that when Christianity was legalized in the year
1000, the chieftains from the north who refused to be baptized in the cold water of Þingvellir,
were brought to Laugarvatn to be baptized in the warm spring.
You continue your tour to the beautiful Gullfoss and Geysir region. You drive to the Geysir
area, which is by road no. 35. It is a colourful geothermal field in a 3 km2 (1,2 mi2) area where
hot springs and geysers are abundant. Geysir spouting spring is the world’s largest geyser,
whose name is the generic term for this strange phenomenon. Geysir, believed to have formed
in the thirteenth century, has a bowl 18m (59 ft) in diameter with a 20m deep chamber below.
Its eruptions are majestic and after the big earthquakes in 2000 it has erupted several times.
A smaller, adjacent hot spouting spring, Strokkur, is a popular attraction, erupting at 5–10
minute intervals. The whole area contains a variety of hot springs and bubbling pools. Please
be careful around the hot springs and around the waterfall and stick to the hiking-paths.
You continue you journey further north to Gullfoss waterfall, the “Golden Waterfall”. It is a
beautiful double-folding fall that many believe to be the most scenic in Iceland. It thunders
32m (105 ft) over a fault into a gorge, which measures 2.5 km (1,5 miles) in length and up to
70m (230 ft) deep in places.
You head back and return to road no. 35 and turn south. Further along road no. 35 is another
attraction in the area, the bishopric at Skálholt, (short detour on road no. 31) which played a
major role in Icelandic history from the year 1056 to 1796, when the bishopric moved to Reykjavík following a great series of earthquakes. In this area you have the opportunity to go river
rafting on the river Hvítá. Please call Arctic Rafting for reservations tel. 562-7000.
The earthquakes in the year of 2000 mentioned above shook the ground from the district you
are driving now to the Hella area. These were two strong earthquakes reaching the magnitude
of 6.5 Richter scale. Older houses were damaged, but no one got hurt. These earthquakes were
caused by tension in the ground and are expected to happen every 100 years or so.
You continue going south on road no. 35 to the region of Grímsnes, which has experienced at
least 10 different lava flows; it is very difficult to distinguish between them. Kerið is only one
of the group of Tjarnhólar craters, but is the easiest to gain access to and probably the most
famous and most beautiful of them all, as it has a lovely blue pool at its bottom. You keep on
driving until you reach into road no. 1. You drive in direction Selfoss town and continue your
trip through the fertile farmlands of the south, towards the east through the small villages of
Hella and Hvolsvöllur, where trade and services are the main occupations. You will have frequent views of mountains, including the majestic Mt. Hekla.
Mt. Hekla is without a doubt Iceland’s most famous volcano. It is still very active, erupting
most recently in 1970, 1980, 1981 and in 1991. The last eruption started on 26th February in
2000 and lasted for 12 days; the lava from this eruption covers approximately 18 km2 .
Instead of a classical volcano cone, Hekla is part of a rather squat series of ridges, although this

is usually hidden behind a thick bank of clouds that earned Hekla its menacing name, which
means the hooded one. Soon after the settlement period, in 1104, Hekla showed that it was a
presence to be feared as it erupted without warning and devastated 20 farms in the Þjórsárdalur valley. Indeed the volcano’s fame grew so much that the Europeans in the middle Ages believed it was the gateway to hell. The volcanic eruptions from Hekla are spectacular as the
mountain is 1,493 m (4897 ft) high and towers over the lowlands of the south.
This is the region where one of the best known Icelandic classical Sagas, The Story of Brennu
Njáll is set. You have the opportunity to visit the Viking and Saga Exhibition in Hvolsvöllur
where you can learn more about the Story of Njáll, Saga Centre tel. 487-8781.
Rising ahead of you now is the cone shaped Eyjafjallajökull glacier and volcano, 1.666m (5.465
ft).
An eruption in Fimmvörðuháls, a passage between the two glaciers Eyjafjallajökull and
Mýrdalsjökull, started March 20th, 2010. It ended Apr 12th, but 3 days later, a volcanic eruption
started in Eyjafjallajökull glacier.
In Hvolsvöllur it is possible to book a helicopter tour over the Eyjafjallajökull volcano, please
call Norðurflug at 562-2500/899-6695 for more information and directions to the tour
departure point ( Please note: a volcanic eruption is a natural phenomenon, we cannot predict
the length of this eruption so therefore departures cannot be guaranteed.)
On a clear day you can see the Westman Islands to your right from road nr 1.
A stop at the spectacular waterfall Seljalandsfoss, 40m (131 ft) high, is recommended. There
you can actually walk behind the waterfall, but be careful as it might be slippery. Then drive to
Skógar, where you can visit the Folk museum and Skógafoss waterfall, 60m (197 ft) high, one
of the most impressive waterfalls in the country.
Eyjafjallajökull glacier and volcano rises west of Mýrdalsjökull glacier. Mýrdalsjökull glacier is
Iceland’s fourth largest glacier. Glacier tongues creep down its sides to the lowlands, the most
prominent being Sólheimajökull.
This year it will not be possible to go on a snowmobile tour of Mýrdalsjökull glacier due to the
volcano eruption, however they are offering jeep tours to the Fimmvörðuhals volcano that
erupted in March of this year. If interested, please contact Arcanum, tel. 487-1500 / 893-3445
for information and reservations.
On Sólheimajökull you can also go for a glacial walk with crampons with the possibility of some
ice-climbing for those willing enough to try. No exceptional fitness or climbing experience is
needed. For reservations, please call Icelandic Mountain guides at 587-9999 or 899-9982.
Under the south-eastern side of the glacier is Katla, a sub glacial central volcano, buried deep
under 400m (1312 ft) of ice. The caldera is 10km (6.3 miles) in diameter. Since the settlement
of Iceland, Katla has erupted 16–20 times at an average interval of 40–80 years, melting the
glacial cap and causing catastrophic floods in the plains below. All of this has in the course of
time created the vast Mýrdalssandur desert on the south-eastern side of the glacier. Katla last
erupted in 1918.
You continue your journey and pass Dyrhólaey, a magnificent rocky headland with sheer cliffs.
It is the southernmost point of Iceland and at the tip of it is a huge wave cut gap which boats
can sail through. The headland is known for its bird life and is certainly worth a visit. It is about
5 km (3 miles) from road no. 1 on road no. 218, about 8 km (5 miles) from Vík village.

On the way from Kirkjubæjarklaustur to Skaftafell National Park you will have a great opportunity to see an interesting basalt column formation at Dverghamrar, please look for a sign
on the right hand side of the road. Then drive past Núpsstaður, an old farm surrounded by
magnificent cliffs, where you will find one of the oldest churches in Iceland with a turfcovered roof. You will also drive past Lómagnúpur; an impressive 688m (2.257 ft) high precipice. Skaftafell National Park is a masterpiece of seemingly impossible contrasts of nature.
On the one hand you have the Skeiðarársandur plains, vast stretches of black sandy wasteland and volcanic debris borne from volcanic eruptions from underneath the icecap of Vatnajökull. The eruption in Vatnajökull glacier in October 1996, millions of tons of water and ice
flooded over Skeiðarársandur. The flood washed away large parts of the road and destroyed
two bridges. Preliminary repairs were made and the road opened again in December, only two
months after the eruption. Some of the icebergs that the flood carried with it were as large as
three story houses.
On the other hand you have the enormous icecap of Vatnajökull with its valley glaciers descending like fingers in all directions. In the middle lies Skaftafell plateau, like a verdant oasis, where you can see gorges with clear brooks and beautiful waterfalls, birch woods, a
wealth of wild flowers and lush vegetation. A walk on the marked paths along the gorges for a
look at the waterfalls is a must for all visitors. The most majestic is Svartifoss, “Black Fall”
plunging over a wall of symmetrical basalt columns that recall organ pipes. There is an alternative for those who have difficulty walking up to the Skaftafellsjökull glacier (wheelchair
accessible). For further information please ask at the information centre in Skaftafell.
In Skaftafell you can go for a glacial walk with crampons with the possibility of some iceclimbing for those willing enough to try. No exceptional fitness or climbing experience is
needed. For reservations, please call Icelandic Mountain guides at 587-9999 or 899-9982.
Continue your tour and drive from Skaftafell on to Jökulsárlón where it is possible to take a
breathtaking cruise amongst floating icebergs on the fantastic 180m (590 ft) deep glacial
lagoon. The icebergs break off enormous ice lobes, advancing down deep valleys from the
Vatnajökull icecap. The ice from the glacier is over 1000 years old, but the lagoon has largely
been formed this century, as the glacier has retreated in the warmer climate. You can take an
optional boat tour on Jökulsárlón. For reservations, please call Jökulsárlón at 899-5920 or
852-0631. Continue to Höfn.
Opening hours: 15. May – 31. May
10:00 - 17:00
01. June – 31. August
09:00 - 17:00
01. September – 15. September 10:00 - 17:00
Höfn is a bustling fishing and fish processing port, as well as a commercial centre, with considerable farming in the neighbouring area. In Höfn there is an interesting glacier exhibition
worth seeing. The visitors have the opportunity to experience and learn about the area, the
nature and the basic glaciology. During the months of May and September the exhibition is
open from 13:00 am to 18:00 pm. Between June-August it is open daily from 10:00 am to
18:00 pm. For further information please call: 478-2665 or 867-2050. For a jeep tour or snow
scooter tour on Vatnajökull glacier, please call Jöklajeppar (Glacier Jeeps) at 478-1000 or
894-3133.
Another possibility to explore the impressive nature in this area and at the same time to experience a thrilling time is to go by quad bike along the Hoffelss-mountain ridge with a good
view of the glacier. For prices and further information please call 894 1616.
Vik – Kirkjubæjarklaustur – Skaftafell – Höfn:

Approx 270 km / 168 miles

Day 4. Eastern Fjords
Please see your IT confirmation for a detailed description to your overnight stay.
Today you will drive the Eastern Fjords onwards to Egilsstaðir.
Eastern Iceland is a very mountainous region of deep fjords isolated from each other by sheer
mountains. There is very little volcanic or geothermal activity there as the region is geologically the oldest part of Iceland. The region is heavily eroded and therefore there are many interesting minerals and semi-precious stones to be found there.
The Eastern Fjords are renowned for the history of brave French, Belgian and Spanish fishermen who fished cod in the seas off the coast of the eastern shores from the beginning of the
17th century. An Icelandic farmer compiled the world’s first dictionary of the Basque language in
the 17th century in order to be able to communicate with some of them.
You start driving east through the Almannaskarð tunnel. If the weather is good an option is to
drive to a view point on the east side of the tunnel. There you can enjoy the beautiful scenery
towards the west.
You will see the glacial tongues running down from the main icecap to the lowlands.
Continue through the Lón area, which many consider to be one of the most beautiful sites in
Iceland. The road then leads north to Djúpivogur, at the southern opening of Berufjörður fjord,
which is known for its zeolite-crystals.
Djúpivogur is a beautifully situated, picturesque fishing town. If you can, take a walk around
this beautiful area, please ask for a hiking map of the area in the shops. Optional daily boat trip
to Papey, from Djúpivogur to Papey are operated from 1 st of June - 15th September. Departure
from Djupivogur at 13:00 weather permitting. For reservations please call Papeyjarferðir at
478-8183 or 866-1353.
You will continue your journey through Breiðdalsvík and on to Stöðvarfjörður, where you can
visit the famous Rock Collection of Petra Sveinsdóttir, tel. 475-8834. Over 90% of the stones
in her collection were found in Stöðvarfjörður and the surroundings. From Stöðvarfjörður follow
road no. 96 north to Fáskrúðsfjörður. Fáskrúðsfjörður used to be the base for the French fishermen. The French built a hospital and a chapel there and 49 French and Belgian fishermen lie
buried in the cemetery at Krossar, situated on the seashore on the northern outskirts of the
town.
From Fáskrúðsfjörður continue your journey to Reyðarfjörður. On the road no 955 to Reyðarfjörður you should see seabirds and possibly also seals. You also have the option of driving
through the recently opened Fáskrúðfjörður tunnel, which will take you directly from Fáskrúðsförður to Reyðarfjörður. Reyðarfjörður is the largest of the Eastern Fjords. It served as one of
the largest Allied bases during World War II. There is a quiet fishing village of the same name
situated at the base of the fjord where there is a small museum of war memorabilia, called the
Icelandic Wartime Museum. It is open 17. June – 31. August from 13:00 to 17:00, 470-9063. A
little bit outside of the town a big aluminium smelter producing annually 350.000 tons of aluminium, owned and run by Alcoa, was opened in 2007 providing jobs for 400 people. Continue
you tour to Egilsstaðir, on road 92, through a steep river valley lined by many smaller waterfalls
at irregular intervals.
Egilsstaðir is situated some distance inland, on a fertile plain on the border of Lake Lögurinn,
which is a huge glacial river. According to local legends, similar to those about Loch Ness in
Scotland, you might expect to see a sea serpent called Lagarfljótsormurinn reputedly living in
the lake. Egilsstaðir is a natural centre for regional social services and transportation to many
of the towns and villages in the eastern part of Iceland.

You can make an interesting visit to Hallormsstaður, a government forestry station in the
beautiful Hallormsstaðaskógur, where 80 species of trees from various parts of the world are
growing. Hallormsstaðaskógur is the largest forest plantation in Iceland.
From Egilsstaðir to Hallormsstaður the distance is 26km (16 miles), but if you have the time to
drive around the lake, which is altogether 84km (52 miles), we recommend a stop on the other
side of the lake, 20km (12,5 miles) from Hallormsstaður, called Skriðuklaustur. The building
was designed by the German architect Fritz Höger and built in 1939 for the writer Gunnar Gunnarsson. Today it is an institute which enables artists, writers and scholars to stay temporarily
to work, but a part of it is open for the public. If you are here in the afternoon, you will have the
opportunity to enjoy one of the finest refreshments in Iceland. Everything is home-made and
served by the local women.
Seyðisfjörður is only 27 km (17 miles) away from Egilsstaðir. It is a beautiful town worth visiting, situated in a deep, 18km (11 miles) long fjord of the same name. Trading started in Seyðisfjörður in 1834 and in the latter part of the 19th century it became, for a while, one of the largest towns in Iceland. Many beautiful Norwegian-style houses date from that time. Every week
the car ferry MV Norröna of Smyril Line comes to Seyðisfjörður from Hanstholm in Denmark
and Tórshavn in the Faroe Islands. It also calls at Bergen, Norway and Scrabster, Scotland.
Höfn – Djúpivogur – Reyðarfjörður – Egilsstaðir: Approx 300 km / 186 miles
Day 5. Dettifoss – Húsavík – Mývatn
Please see your IT confirmation for a detailed description to your overnight stay.
Today you will continue your journey and drive on road no.1 over the eastern highlands, heading for Lake Mývatn. You drive over the desolation of Jökuldalsheiði heath, a mountain pastureland containing many lakes, at a mean altitude of 500m (1640 ft), and where you will be
able to see fine examples of tundra. Remains of settlements dating from 1841–1946 can be
seen on the plateau, for many of the inhabitants of this area fled to America after a volcanic
eruption in the Askja caldera in 1875. If you take road no: F907 and drive few kilometres in the
south direction, you will find the small turf farmhouse, Sænautasel, which is worth the visit. It
dates to 1843 and was farmed until 1943 except for the period of 1875-1880 when the ash
from the Askja eruption made the site unliveable. The farming and the life on this high heath
was extremely difficult and poor and consisted more or less of trying to keep the sheep alive
from year to year. The farm has been restored by the local community and is kept open in summer, showing antiques from bygone times in their proper setting. Traditional refreshments are
also available at Sænautasel.
If you are not traveling between mid June and mid September, please note that the roads to
Jökulsárgljúfur and Dettifoss waterfall are closed. Please ask locally for information on road
conditions before leaving Egilsstaðir.
If the roads to Dettifoss are closed, you must take road no. 1 to Lake Mývatn and on to Húsavík
by road no. 87 and 85, depending on your accommodation.
If the roads are open, continue your journey northwards by taking road no. 864, until you reach
Jökulsárgljúfur Canyons National Park, the largest and most rugged gorge in Iceland, through
which flows Jökulsá, one of the country’s mighty glacial rivers. Once there, you can start by visiting Dettifoss, Europe’s most powerful waterfall, contrasting strikingly with the smaller waterfalls of Hafragilsfoss and Selfoss. Other interesting sites in the Jökulsárgljúfur Canyons are:
the Nature Reserve of Hljóðaklettar (The Echo Cliffs), a great labyrinth of crags and rock forma

tions which, like other strange rock formations and canyons in the National Park, is the result
of catastrophic floods and water erosion; Hólmatungur Nature Reserve, with beautiful, colorful
rock formations and rich flora; and finally, Ásbyrgi, a natural horseshoe-shaped rock enclosure,
whose impressive walls reach a height of 90m (295 ft), sheltering fertile and lush vegetation.
You drive road no. 85 round the Tjörnes peninsula, famous for its fossiliferous layers and bird
life, to Húsavík.
Húsavík is situated in a picturesque fjord surrounded by majestic mountains white with snow,
even in summertime, and is a commercial centre for the agricultural area, as well as a busy
fishing port. You can also go whale watching on board a traditional, old, Icelandic boat made
from oak, as Húsavík is also the most famous centre for whale watching in Iceland. It is an adventure of a lifetime to see whales, sea birds and seals in their natural environment. For reservations, please call Norðursigling at 464-7272.
There is also an interesting whale museum situated in Húsavík. May and September it’s open
everyday from 10:00 to 17:00. From June - August it’s open everyday from 09:00 to 19:00.
The Húsavík Whale Museum which is the only museum on cetaceans in Iceland, provides information on whale species, their evolution and biology, whale stranding and the history of whaling.
Another interesting museum and one its kinds on the island and in fact in the world is the Icelandic Phallological Museum. The museum houses 245 specimens displayed like hunting trophies, embalmed in formaldehyde, or dried in display cases. The museum attempts to collect
penis specimens from every mammal in Iceland, including several species that are endangered
or currently extinct in Icelandic waters. Apart from that the museum also exhibits a few specimens from mammals not living in Iceland, as well as folkloric specimens (alleged elves, trolls,
sea monsters, etc.) and penis-themed art. Open May – August: Tuesdays – Saturdays 14:00 –
17:00.
Recommended cafés and restaurants in Húsavík are Gamli Baukur located right at the pier in a
charming house made mainly of drift wood and Salka restaurant
Take road no. 85 and 87 to Lake Mývatn depending on your accommodation.
Please note!






The roads to Dettifoss are usually just open from mid June to mid September, because of
wet and muddy condition caused by melting snow and ice.
There are two ways to approach Dettifoss waterfall, by road F862 and by road 864. Road
864 is a better road, fit for all cars and it is usually open earlier. Road F862 is a mountain
road, but in restruction. The part from Ásbyrgi to Hljóðaklettar and Hólmatungur is, however, usually accessible by normal cars.
You can not do all the things mentioned above in one day; you have to make a choice.
You can, for example, drive road 864 to Dettifoss, Ásbyrgi and Húsavík and then go whale
watching in the late afternoon. Or you can skip the whale watching and take a walk to
Hljóðaklettar and Hólmatungur instead.

Egilsstaðir – Dettifoss – Húsavík – Mývatn:

Approx 310 km / 193 miles

Day 6. Lake Mývatn – Akureyri

Please see your IT confirmation for a detailed description to your overnight stay.
Mývatn is one of the country’s most fascinating places. The unique ecology of the lake and its
unusual environment has made it one of northern Iceland’s greatest attractions. Lake Mývatn
is famous for many things, such as rich bird life, beautiful landscape influenced by volcanic activity and boiling sulfates. In and near the lake, all the Icelandic duck species, apart from the
eider, breed annually, all together 15. During the summer the lake is covered with birds, which
utilize the rich fauna and flora in the lake. The area is protected by international law as a very
important breeding place for different birds. Birds to look out for, apart from the ducks, are
great northern divers, red-necked phalaropes, Slovenian grebes, red-throated divers, merlins
and gyrfalcons.
There are several remarkable natural phenomena in the district worth visiting, such as:
Skútustaðargígar pseudo craters: A cluster of colourful and beautifully formed pseudo craters
situated close to Skútustaðir and easily accessible from there.
Höfði, Nature Park: With rich flora, fauna and a beautiful view of the lake.
Dimmuborgir: Translated as “black castles”, a landscape of rugged crags and strange lava formations. There are 3 different routes marked for walking. Please stay on the paths, as this area
is like a labyrinth.
Hverfjall: A huge explosive tuff crater. It looks like a giant circular stadium with a crater bowl
of 1,040 – 1,200m (3.411-3.936 ft) in diameter and 140m (459 ft) in depth. It stands only
150m (492 ft) above its surroundings so it is not difficult to hike to the top. Well worth visiting
and exploring by foot.
Vogafjós-café: A small café located inside a cowshed where you can see the milking of the
cows. It is possible to taste the fresh milk and even try to do some milking. The cows are
milked twice per day. The emphasis is on home made local food such as smoked trout, Mozzarella cheese from their own milk and geyser bread baked in geothermal heat in the earth. You
will find Vogafjós by road no. 1 where it surrounds Lake Mývatn, 10 minutes drive from the village Reykjahlíð.
Gamli Bær is a small café with a nice atmosphere close to Hotel Reynihlíð, where you can sit
outside on a good day during summer.
Námafjall: A mountain ridge singed and boiled by sulphurous vapours. The area is famous for
the colorful solfataras and bubbling pools of hot viscous mud of amazing patterns and colours.
Please be very careful here and do not get too close to the bubbling pools as they might splash
hot mud.
Krafla: A high temperature field with active volcanic craters, where a steam-powered electricity generating station has been built.
Leirhnjúkur: Part of the Krafla fissure complex. It is one of the most interesting sights in the
Mývatn area. A highly active volcano and a small but very colourful high-temperature geothermal field situated west of Krafla, which last erupted in a series of nine eruptions from 1975–
1984.

West of it are a series of craters and volcanic fissures of the same name. In this area you can
also see the lava fields from 1984, which are still hot. A vast magma chamber lies under the
region, in some parts as close to the surface as 3km (1,9 mile).. From the car park, a circular
footpath leads you around the volcano and up to its summit from where there is a beautiful
view over the impressive volcanic landscapes surrounding it. This is a very interesting walk but
one has to be very careful when crossing the high-temperature area. It is important to wear
good walking boots. On rainy days there is considerable mud in the geothermal area and it can
become very slippery there, so one has to take extra care when crossing it.
Please note!
Please note that the water in the high–temperature geothermal area is extremely hot or
over 100 °C (212 Fahrenheit). Therefore it is very important to pay attention to signs indi
cating where it is safe to walk. The natural habitat in these areas is very fragile. Please only
walk on marked footpaths and respect all fences, for your own safety and in order not to
damage the fragile and vulnerable vegetation and the volcanic landscape.
Grjótagjá: One of Iceland´s most well known chasms, half full of hot water, which made it a
popular bathing spot for a long time but has reached too high temperature today for that purpose. Please watch your step if you walk down to the water.
The Nature-Baths: (geothermal spa) Mývatn Nature Baths is the latest addition to the region’s
many visitor attractions and are well worth visiting. It contains a unique blend of minerals, silicates and geothermal micro-organisms. It’s open all year around from 09:00 to 24:00 in the
summertime and from 12:00 to 22:00 in the wintertime. For directions you can call the baths
directly tel. 464-4411, or ask local hotels and service-centres in the Mývatn area.
Sigurgeir´s Bird Museum: The bird museum is situated at the farm Ytri-Neslönd on the lakeside.
It was established because of the pioneering work of Mr. Sigurgeir Stefansson from the farm
Ytri-Neslönd in the county of Lake Myvatn. Sigurgeir’s bird museum is considered the largest
private bird collection that is known in Iceland. Possible to buy refreshments on spot. Opening
hours: From 15th of May to 30th of August from 11:00 to 19:00 every day In September from
12:00 to 17:00 every day Tel: 464 4477.
There is an optional tour today is a jeep tour to Askja caldera please call Mountain View Tel.
464 4142 for information and bookings.
You head for Akureyri, via road no 1. On the way to Akureyri, which is the main town of northern Iceland, you will pass Goðafoss waterfall, one of Iceland’s most beautiful and renowned waterfalls. Driving 14km (9 miles) from Goðafoss towards Akureyri you could make a detour to
Akureyri by taking road no. 835 to visit the Laufás Museum. Here you can see one of the country’s best preserved turf/sod farmhouses. The museum is open from 13. May – 15. September
from 10:00 – 18:00 and Thursdays until 10:00. From Laufás you would continue on road no.
83 to drive to Akureyri.
Akureyri is the “capital” of northern Iceland. It boasts some of the finest timber buildings in the
country, beautifully restored. Because of its excellent natural harbour and good communications, Akureyri has become the northern centre of education, culture, trade and industry. Akureyri has a whole street in its centre, Listagil (Art Gorge), devoted to arts, crafts and design,
where it is ideal to visit the Akureyri Art Museum. This charming town is located inland at the
base of Eyjafjörður Fjord, the longest fjord in Iceland, which means that Akureyri, together with
Egilsstaðir, is one of the two towns in Iceland closest to the centre of the country. This provides

Day 7. Akureyri - Blönduós – Borgarfjörður - Reykjavík
Please see your IT confirmation for a detailed description to your overnight stay.
When you leave Akureyri, drive on road no.1 towards Skagafjörður fjord and valley. Skagafjörður stretches from the Arctic Ocean to the highlands and is one of the “cradles of Icelandic history” playing a leading role in the events on the 13 th century civil war and in cultural
developments for centuries afterwards. Skagafjörður is one of the most important areas for
river rafting in the country, as there are several large glacial rivers originating from the highland interior, ideal for that purpose.
At the horse farm Flughestar in Flugumýri (road no. 76) you can go horse back riding as well;
tel. 453 8814 / 895 7814. If you don’t want to go horse back riding you have the possibility to
see a horse show where the 5 gaits of the horse are demonstrated at Varmilækur. You should
contact the farm first to see when the next horse show will be. Please contact Magnea, Tel:
898 7756 or 453 8021.
Before you head off to Húnaflói, we would suggest that you visit Glaumbær. Glaumbær is an
old farm with turf buildings in traditional style, some parts of which date back to the 18th century. Guðríður Þorbjarnardóttir, the first woman to go to America and who gave birth to the
first American of European decent, lived at Glaumbær in the 11 th century. To get to Glaumbær,
take road no. 75, and watch out for a signpost.
Heading towards Varmahlid and Blönduós take road no 1. Between them are some of the finest
salmon rivers in Iceland. You will drive past the small town of Blönduós situated on both sides
of the glacial river Blanda. Blönduós is a long established trading and service town, and the administrative centre of the region. At the junction of road no. 721 and road no. 1, you will see numerous small hills, which are the result of a landslide, the uncountable Vatnsdalshólar hills. In
Hvammstangi (on road no.72) you can pay a visit to the Icelandic Seal Center, open daily from
09:00 to 18:00. Seal-watching boat trips and sea angling possible. Tel: 897 9900.
You will continue driving on road no. 1 to Staðarskáli. In Staðarskáli or Brú you can stop for
light refreshments and use the washrooms before heading over Holtavörðuheiði heath.
When you arrive in Norðurárdalur valley, you will see Grábrókarhraun, a rugged lava field, overgrown with moss, heather and shrubs that flowed from the distinctive Grábrókargígar scoria
cones on the north side of the main road, and are thought to be 2–3000 years old. Mt. Grábrók
can be ascended by a marked trail. From its summit you have a lovely view over the surrounding volcanic landscapes. It is an interesting and quite easy walk.
We recommend that you take road no. 50 towards Reykholt, and stop at the hot spring Deildartunguhver on the way. Deildartunguhver is probably largest hot spring in the world with
180 liters of 96°C (205 Fahrenheit) hot water every second. It is located a bit north of the junction of road no. 50 and road no. 518, which lead to Reykholt. At the car park you can purchase
fresh tomatoes, grown in the local greenhouses and packed for travellers who stop at Deildartunguhver. Your next stop will be Reykholt. Reykholt is a school centre today and one of Iceland’s most noteworthy historical sites. Snorri Sturluson (1178–1241), the best known Icelandic
Saga writer and scholar, lived in Reykholt, where he wrote famous works such as Heimskringla,
Snorra Edda and perhaps Egil’s Saga. In Reykholt you will find the exhibition Snorrastofa, which
is a culture- and medieval centre founded in memory of Snorri Sturluson. Snorrastofa manages
various research projects and provides reception, souvenirs and information for tourists.
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A little bit further than Reykholt there are the picturesque waterfalls Hraunfossar, as they pour
from under a lava field, in succession of cascades, in to the river Hvítá. Barnarfoss waterfall is
nearby.
After the waterfalls it is time to get back to road no. 1, which takes you back to Reykjavik, via
the town of Borgarnes.
Borgarnes is the largest coastal community in Iceland that is not dependent on fishing. The
town is built on a scenic headland jutting into the picturesque fjord Borgarfjörður, close to the
spot, Borg, where the Viking poet and warrior, Egill Skallagrímsson, the main character of one of
Iceland’s most famous Sagas, Egil’s Saga, lived in the 10th century. You can have a break there
or continue your journey to Borgarfjörður area.
It’s a good idea to visit the new Icelandic Settlement Centre in Borgarnes, which opened in
2006. The museum is operated in three buildings. The main floor of the centre houses an exhibition entitled The Settlement of Iceland. For further information on opening hours and other
details please call tel: 437-1600.
On your way to Reykjavík, you have the choice between either taking the tunnel (ISK 900 per
car), or continuing south along the beautiful coastline of Hvalfjörður, one of Iceland’s longest
fjords
(30 km / 19 miles),), on road no. 47. During World War II, Hvalfjörður became one of the most
important Allied naval bases in the North Atlantic as a refuelling station for the Allied fleet.
The many large oil tanks around the village of Miðsandur, often the cause of much tourist curiosity, are indeed remnants of this refuelling station. This was later converted into Iceland’s
only whaling station, which operated until 1986. Leaving Hvalfjörður you will drive along the
base of the beautiful Mt. Esja (918m or 3.011 ft) into the city of Reykjavik.
Akureyri - Varmahlíð – Reykholt – Borgarnes – Hvalfjörður – Reykjavík:
Approx 490 km / 305 miles
For extra time in Reykjavík, optional tours from Reykjavík such as Blue Lagoon, horseback riding, whale watching, Kulusuk day tour, etc can be booked through the lobby at your hotel or by
calling Iceland Travel tel. 585-4300.
Day 8. Keflavík Airport
If you have a morning flight it might be a good idea to drop off the rental car the night before
departure. Otherwise drop your car off in Reykjavík before 09:00 and take the Flybus to Keflavík Airport. If the car is returned later than 09:00, one day extra charge will be made. Please
be in good time to return your car to the car rental.
Reykjavík – Keflavík:
Approx 60 km / 38 miles
Departure from your accommodation is recommended 3 hours before departure of your flight.
Please check the schedule of the Flybus at your accommodation the day before.
We at Iceland Travel hope you have enjoyed your stay in Iceland. We wish you a safe journey
back to your home.

CAR-RENTAL
Iceland Travel offers a great variety of Car Rental Packages which are the perfect choice for individuals, families and small groups who prefer traveling independently. Enjoy the freedom and
flexibility to explore different places at your own leisurely pace.
As self-drive customers are effectively their own tour guides, Iceland Travel includes detailed
itineraries and road maps
of Iceland.
ORGANIZED SELF-DRIVES
Iceland Travel offers a number of programs for people who want to enjoy the best of Iceland by
rental car. These programs include:





Accommodation with breakfast
Rental car
Road map
Detailed itinerary / booklet

On arrival at Keflavík International airport we advise our customers to use the Flybus shuttle
transfer service from the airport to Reykjavík. (airport transfer is not included in the packages)
Upon checking in at the hotel, travelers will receive all necessary travel documents. The car
should be picked up in the morning after arrival and returned the night before
departure. The accommodation is a combination of hotels, summer hotels, guesthouses and
farms. We offer packages with rooms with both private and shared facilities. Extra nights in
Reykjavík and additional car rental days can be booked with all programs.
Iceland Travel provides high quality service and we provide an emergency telephone number,
open 24 hours from May 1st – September 31st. and from October 1st. – April 30th. From
07:00 – 23:00
THE ICELANDIC ROAD SYSTEM
The Ring Road
Circling the island is Iceland’s Ring Road which is 1400 km (906 miles). Many major sights and
accommodation options are on or within easy reach of it, making the Ring Road an ideal choice
for the first time visitor. The circular route can be covered in a week, but in ten days or more,
you have extra time to enjoy places of interest along the way.
Detours off the Ring Road
Roads through inhabited areas are usually of a reasonable standard, though narrower. Many
are paved but some are still gravel and one should take care when driving on these roads.
When planning your route, more time should be allowed for driving on minor roads where your
speed may average only 70 km/ph.
DRIVING IN OFF-SEASON
Driving conditions in the wintertime are quite different from summer. Weather conditions
change rapidly and can play a decisive role. Roads might be icy or covered by snow and the frequency, at which roads are cleared, varies. It is important to check road and weather conditions
before setting off by phoning 1777 and 902-0600 or visiting www.road.is and www.vedur.is
Iceland Travel does not recommend the self drive packages around the island in winter. We
emphasize that all routes outside the circle road nr. 1 can be closed in the winter and all IT itineraries that cover other roads can and need to be changed according to road conditions. The
highland tracks of Iceland are not expected to be open until the middle of June and some even
later. For self drive outside main summer season we recommend 4WD.

TAILOR-MADE ITINERARIES
Upon request, Iceland Travel offers tailor-made itineraries for a special service fee of EUR 150,per itinerary which is non-refundable if cancelled.
A selection of more itineraries is available, please go to our website http://www.icelandtotal.is
for further information.
RENTAL CARS
The cars can be delivered to all major airports around the country. Please note that types of
cars may vary from one rental agency to the other.
Airport Service Charge. An airport Service Charge will apply to all rentals with pick-up at Keflavík International airport.
One-Way Rentals are those whereby the customer starts the rental in one location and returns
the vehicle to another . Price for One-Way rental is subject to availability and location.
Additional driver. The person named on the reservation booking must be the main driver, present at time of rental and payer of any rental charges. Additional drivers are
possible with a small fee per day for each additional driver.
Additional equipments such as GPS and child seats are upon request and payable upon arrival.
Deposit
An authorization from a major credit card will be taken at the start of all rentals as a deposit
even when the cost of the rental is covered by a voucher. This deposit may be used to cover
the insurance excess and any extra charges such as petrol and traffic tickets.
Credit Card Required
No rentals can take place without the main driver having a major credit card present.
Shuttle Service
Cars are not delivered to hotels, upon request a shuttle service will pick up the driver directly at
all major hotels/guesthouses in Reykjavik and bring him/her to the car rental offices, where the
rental procedures will be handled. Please note that this process could take some time. Each
morning the Shuttle will follow a specific route between 08:15 – 10:00. Please note that the
shuttle have to respect a schedule and will not wait for customers that are not ready. If the
customers miss the shuttle he/she can be picked up after 10:00 on request. Only one person
per car rental is to be taken to the rental location.
Car Delivery
The car rental undertakes to do the utmost to deliver the vehicle at the agreed time and to ensure that it meets the requirements made upon it. However, the car rental can not provide any
compensation if the car delivery is late according to reservation.
Car Drop off in Reykjavík
Please note that the drop off at the car rental offices in Reykjavik must take place within the
opening time of the office itself.
Accident/damage
In the event of a car breakdown, theft or accident the car rental emergency number (available
24 hours a day, 7 days a week) must be contacted immediately.
In the event of an accident, the police must be called to the scene so that a correct and official
Police Report can be made. If damages occur to the vehicle while it is stationary and the driver
is absent (e.g. car is parked), the driver must go to the nearest police station to report the damage. The same procedure applies should the vehicle be stolen.
Driver’s License
The driver must present a valid driver’s licence held for a minimum of one year at the time of

rental. An International Driving Permit (IDP) / International Driving License (IDL) is also required if your national driver’s licence is not in the Roman script. Vehicles for 9 persons and
more require a driving licence D or a B licence which has been issued before March 1988.
Driving Restrictions
2wd vehicles are not allowed to be driven on roads marked F on official maps as well as Kjölur
(Road no. 35) and Kaldidalur (Road no. 550).
Should these restrictions be ignored, all insurance (Third Party Liability, CDW, TP, PAI), if accepted, shall be deemed, null and void. The driver will be held fully responsible in case of accidents or collision, including the cost of repair of the damaged vehicle and the cost of towing.
Refilling fee
If the car is not returned with a full tank a refilling charge which is about 70% higher than petrol station prices applies.
INSURANCE
By signing the Collision Damage Waiver (CDW), renters accept or decline, according to current
tariffs, to pay an additional fee which reduces liability in case of damage to the rented vehicle
or a third party. All rentals are subject to a non-waivable excess (see the car rental’s pricelist
for further details) for which the customer is responsible in the event of damage to the vehicle
during the rental. If he chooses to rely on a credit card for cover, we strongly recommend that
he fully understands the terms and conditions of any cover provided by the credit card company before declining any
optional services.
Important
Accidents incurred by crossing streams and rivers are exempt from insurance coverage. Driving
off the roads is prohibited. The CDW does not cover damages to passengers’ cars (group 1, 2, 3,
4) on roads marked with F on official maps. The renter will also be held responsible for any expense due to towing and transporting a vehicle if it is damaged in driving conditions such as
those mentioned above.
Accidents, Damages and Emergencies
Accidents and damages
Driving in Iceland is not like driving on the highways of US or the Autobahns of Europe.
All the front desk employees are trained to communicate to your customer at the beginning of
his rental what to be aware of, how to drive and a quick overview of those major things that are
different about driving in Iceland. In addition there is information handed out with the rental
agreement as well as various safety signs in the car. Renters are required to read the insurance
terms and conditions carefully. If the customer has a small damage to the car he is required to
report this to the car rental immediately.
Report an accident
In the event of an accident, the police must be called to the scene so that a correct official Police Report can be made. In addition, the car rental emergency number must be called to report
the accident.
Transport of a damaged car
The renter will always have to cover the cost for transporting the damaged vehicle. The cost is
per Km with a minimum fee according to the car rental’s pricelist at any given time.
Car Replacement
Please note that replacing a damaged car with new car is subject to availability. Sometimes
the replacement car will not be the same vehicle as the damage car. Such action by the car

rental does not constitute a breach of the contract and does not entitle the renter to any refund. If no alternative vehicle is available, the car rental has no liability for refund any cost inferred by the renter.
Tires
Tires are always the renter’s liability. If tires go flat the renter is responsible for replacing the
tire with same pattern and size at the nearest tire garage. If there is no tire with same pattern
available the renter is required to call the car rental emergency number for instructions. There
is one spare wheel provided with each car. The car rental does not offer an emergency service
for replacing flat tires.
Windshields
Windshields are always the renter’s liability. Please see insurance terms and conditions.
Underbody and Water damage
The renter can never be insured against damage to the underbody of the car. All damages are
to be reported immediately to the car rental emergency number. The renter is always responsible for all damages caused by water.
Cost of damage
All damages are payable at the end of the rental. The renter is responsible to inform the car
rental about any damages that have occurred to the car. The car rental may debit the bank
card or credit card of the renter for the rental charge and other costs payable by the Renter
hereunder, such as payments in respect of damage to the vehicle while in the possession of
the Renter. The time of payment and whether it is to be made in lump sum shall be the sole
discretion of the car rental. This right shall remain unaffected for 6 months following the return of the vehicle to the car rental. The cost
of damage is determined by a price list available at all car rental locations and will be collected
according to the price list. In the case of major damages not covered by insurance, e.g. water
damage, the cost will be estimated by an authorized garage.
Vehicle Condition Report (VCR)
With every rental the customer gets handed over a Vehicle Condition Report. On the VCR all
scratches and dents are marked. The customer is asked to sign the VCR and is handed a copy
of the report. We recommend that the guest checks the car and asks for amendments in case
he/she sees something he/she wants to put on the VCR A copy of the VCR is in the car and another copy is attached to the rental agreement. This prevents that the customer gets charged
for damages he is not responsible for.
Car breakdown
In the event that the vehicle malfunctions owing to wear or other reasons for which the renter
is not responsible, the car rental will supply him with another vehicle as soon as possible or ensure that a repair is to be completed as soon as possible at a location specified by THE CAR
RENTAL. The above does not affect the payment of the rent or any other charges payable by
the renter hereunder. The car rental pays no damages in cases such as hereinabove provided,
neither for accommodation nor other things.
If damages occur to the vehicle while it is stationary and the driver is absent (e.g. car is parked)
the driver must contact the nearest police station to report the damage. The same procedure
applies if the vehicle is stolen.
Emergencies
In case of emergency (police, ambulance, firefighters…) call 112 immediately.

Practical Information
Season and Climate:
The Icelandic climate is warmer than the name suggests, thanks to the Gulf Stream. Summers in
Iceland are rather cool, while the winters are relatively warm. The average monthly summer temperature ranges from 10 to 13 °C. During the summer the climate is mild but unstable with possible
rain and frequent weather changes. The daily temperature can fluctuate from a minimum 5 °C at
night to a maximum of 25 °C during the day.
Average Temperatures in Celsius (centigrade):
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr

May

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Reykjavik

-0.5

0.4

0.5

2.9

6.3

9.0

10.6

10.3

7,4

4.4

1.1

-0.2

Akureyri

-2.2

-1.5

-1.3

1.6

5.5

9.1

10.5

10.0

6.3

3.0

-0.4

-1.9

Sunrise and Sunset:
Reykjavik

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

11:19

09:55

08:21

06:42

04:39

03:15

03:07

04:50

06:16

07:36

09:24

10:51

15:44
Akureyri

17:29

18:59

20:22

22:12

23:39

23:55

22:15

20:37

18:57

16:58

15:44

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

11:31

09:51

08:09

06:23

04:09

02:22

02:02

04:20

05:55

07:22

09:19

10:59

15:01

17:03

18:40

20:11

22:12

24:03

24:27

22:14

20:26

18:40

16:32

15:05

Business hours
Banks are open from 09:15 to 16:00. As general rule offices are open from 09:00 to 17:00, in some
cases during the summer these hours are from 08:00 to 16:00. Shops are open from 09:00 to
18:00 on weekdays. Kringlan and Smáralind shopping malls as well as souvenir and some bookshops
in the city centre are open on weekends.
Credit cards
They are accepted by most shops, restaurants and organisations and are widely used. The major
credit cards in Iceland are Visa and Eurocard, although other cards are accepted as well in some
places.
Tax free shopping/tax refund
A refund of the local Value Added Tax is available to visitors to Iceland. The refund will result in a reduction of up to 15% of the retail price, provided departure from Iceland is within 30 days after the
purchase is made. The purchased amount must be no less than ISK 4.000,- (VAT included) per sales
receipt, and all goods (except woollens) must be packed in sealed bags or containers.
Insurance and health care
Please note that individual travel insurance is not included in the tour prices. It is therefore important that clients arrange for their own travel insurance before visiting Iceland. Medical assistance
and health care are, however, readily available in Iceland.

